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Meet Bexi
“It’s the ultimate model
that thousands of brand

Bexi is a design automation company that lives at
the intersection of business, creativity, and technology
— and provides strategy and design solutions to

and design managers

regulated industries. If you work in either Life

have dreamed of but

or Cannabis, partnering with us makes it easy to

never had access to.”

Andreas Forsland
Founder and CEO at Cognixion

Sciences, Healthcare, Pharma, Telecommunications,
maximize creativity and accelerate brand awareness.
Bexi boast a team of industry-leading experts in
building world-class end-to-end brand experiences.
Bexi encourages our employees and clients to
share ideas, insights, best practices, and emerging
trends within and across various design disciplines
and focuses.

First Look at
First Stop Health
First Stop Health’s (FSH) telemedicine puts the care
back in healthcare. FSH is a healthcare company
that helps millions of people in the United States by
providing affordable health-related services at the push
of a button. They offer comprehensive telemedicine,
virtual primary care, and virtual mental health services
from their network of board-certified doctors to their
patients throughout the country.
Patients can save time and feel better faster thanks to
24/7 access to caring and US-based virtual care. They
can avoid the typical experience of sitting in waiting
rooms and completing intake paperwork by using
FSH’s mobile app, website, or by calling directly. With
FSH, patients can access the quality, high-tech, and
convenient care they deserve.
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Combatting
Their Challenges

Stop and Smell
the Solutions

FSH lacked the appropriate tools to stand out and

Bexi redesigned FSH’s website to have a crisp, clean,

remain relevant in a highly competitive medical care

and modern look to appeal to tech-friendly patients

market. They’re exclusively a telehealth provider, so

interested in a more efficient healthcare experience.

their outdated website that offered a disjointed and

We chose a striking aesthetic with dominant red and

undefined UX put them at a significant disadvantage.

white text and appealing visuals to catch readers’

Their visual identity was scattered and inconsistent

attention and interest. Then, we automated a marketing

throughout the site, making it difficult to keep track of

system to aid FSH in identifying and engaging with new

brand messaging and their unique value propositions.

leads and prospect opportunities — from top-of-funnel to

It was evident that a website overhaul and a retool of

paying customers.

their storytelling and marketing efforts were needed

Our goal was to accelerate their online growth by

to get FSH on the map as a leader in telemedicine and

improving their relevance, branding, and organic

health-tech.

reach potential. So, we put our creative team to work

FSH indicated that they were on a tight deadline to go
through the redesign process to achieve their goals for
the year. So, it was on us to put our foot on the gas to get
the ball rolling on their rebrand needs.

to generate engaging content for their marketing
campaigns. These segments featured captivating patient
stories and relatable, on-brand content that spoke
directly to their ideal customer personas. The response
and the results were phenomenal.

First Stop Health
Web Experience
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Website
Redesign Winner
FSH’s new website provides the user with a unique end-

“We knew it would be a challenge
to pull off a new website on a such
a short timeline but the process the
Bexi team led was very efficient

to-end experience that feels streamlined, clean, and

and extremely collaborative.

simple to navigate. Patients are supplied with relatable,

It felt like one team working toward

educational content specifically designed to address
their individual health needs throughout the customer

the same goal and we couldn’t be

journey. Our extreme attention to detail ensures

happier with the result!”

that all patients on FSH’s site are offered the correct
information where they want it and when they need it.
Their brand is far more approachable and recognizable,
allowing external channels like social media and email

Teira Gunlock

to feel cohesive. Patients feel like they have access to

Senior VP of
Operations at

care at any point because FSH’s web portals are updated
and contain all the information they need. With a
unified and branded experience, FSH’s patients always
know who they’re interacting with whenever they engage
with the website and company as a whole.

866 239 4669
Bexi, Inc. is a global design automation company, providing strategy and design solutions to regulated industries. If you work in
Life Sciences or Healthcare or Telecommunications or Cannabis, partnering with Bexi, Inc. makes it easy to accelerate innovation
and maximize creativity. Bexi, Inc. only focuses on regulated industries and has built trusted partnerships with the most innovative
technology companies in the world, and boast a staff of industry leading experts in the areas of technology and design.
Bexi Inc. : 95 3rd Street 2nd Floor 100 San Francisco, CA 94103
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